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 F.E.M.A. Memorandum 

To: N. Letterman, Greenhorne & O’Mara, Inc. 

From: S. Henderson, F.E.M.A. 

Date: May 8, 2006 

Subject: FEMA Map Modernization Program 

Thank you for your report of your company’s role in the FEMA Map Modernization 

program, in particular the Bernalillo County, New Mexico floodplain restudy and 

redelineation.  This project is similar to many of the projects that we foresee our agency 

undertaking in the near future.  It is apparent from your review that Greenhorne & 

O’Mara, Inc. (G&O) is well suited as a consultant for these map modernization projects.  

In order to improve your case for these projects I would recommend a few changes to 

the format and information provided. 

• Report Organization – Since the Bernalillo County project is typical of several 

projects we intend to undertake in the near future, a brief introduction of the project 

itself at the beginning of the report would help bring in to focus much of the 

information and points you make later in the report.  I also believe the use of 

headings or section titles would make it easier to refer co-workers to particular 

points made in your report and focus the reader on the information in each part of the 

report. 

• Organizational Vision – Your report capably presents G&O’s values and visions 

and demonstrates their ability to perform this type of project.  A specific reference to 

the strategic plan, either by the formal title and date or a hyperlink to the document 

on the web, if available, would have been useful for further information.   

 

• Organizational Structure – The description of your company’s internal structure 

was helpful and makes a strong case for their fitness for the upcoming projects, 

however, more specific information on the numbers and experience levels of the 

personnel making up the Water Resources and Environmental Services departments 

within the Water and Environment Division would be helpful since they are key to 

the projects in question.   

 

• Project Summary – The description of the details of the digital format of the digital 

flood insurance rate maps for the Nation Flood Insurance Program would have been 

more useful after the discussion of the processes involved in completing the 

Bernalillo County project.  Also, a link to FEMA’s Guidelines and Specifications 

online or the document’s full title and date would make it easier for the reader to 

refer to if needed.   
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• Organization and Project Relationship – Your report capably presents G&O as a 

consultant for this type of work and demonstrates their history in performing 

mapping and floodplain studies in the past.  G&O’s fit to upcoming projects is 

apparent.   

 

One final point to note is that the hyperlink at the end of your report failed to include the 

final slash “ / ” that was typed.  The link worked if cut and pasted into a browser; 

however the link in the document did not reach the website if clicked.  In these modern 

times, the electronic version of a document is more likely to be read than the printed 

version, so these links should be checked before printing or conversion to a HTML or 

PDF document.   

Thank you for your report; it should be helpful in planning the scope of requests for 

proposals for projects your company may be considering in the future. 


